
Notes on the Formation of Words in

Malay and Cognate Languages.
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Unlike the great majority of the better known Oriental

languages the vernaculars of the Malayan family have not yet
revealed the history of their growth and development. The
Semitic, Persian, Indian and Chinese languages have not only
preserved very early monuments of literature, which serve as in-

fallible guides to the student, but we can follow their growth from
step to step, from antiquity to the present day, without missing,

as it were, a single foot-print in all the long journey. In this

search for light on the origin and the roots of the language
numerous sister- tongues have liberally added their testimony.

Arabic literature and living speech step in where Hebrew tradi-

tion leaves a breach, and both supplement, and are supplement-

ed by, each other and the Semitic varieties of cuneiform and
other inscriptions. So it is also with Sanskrit, ancient Persian

and the language of the Zendavesta. I remember very well

the time, when owing to the lack of a Persian or Zend Diction-

ary I had to prepare my lessons in the Avesta and in the inscrip-

tions of Bisutun with the help of a Sanskrit Dictionary. This will,

at least, show the great benefit philc logically derived from a

comparison of cognate languages, even where the modes of writ-

ing and the alphabets are radically different.

In Chinese philology we have not only a literature going
back —indirectly if not directly —to great antiquity, but we
have also a record of the ancient sounds and signs used at an
early date. These together with the comparison of numerous
idioms and dialects, enable us to assign what at first appears as

a motley of heterogeneous languages to their legitimate mother.

In the Malayan family of languages we have no ancient

monuments of literature, but we have a large variety of tongues,

which may all be pressed into service to shed their scant

light upon the history of the language. I call their contribut-
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20 THE FORMATIONOF WORDS.

ion scant because the historic element is almost entirely want-
ing. Wehave as yet no data as to the time of division of the

various branches of this family, though some writers have
settled this question to their satisfaction by intuition, without,

however, convincing the careful enquirer. Nevertheless the

comparison of Malayan languages will lead us a considerable

distance towards the solution of the problem of the proto-

malayan language. Nor will this task be a very difficult one
after the necessary materials for such a work have once been
collected.

In the present paper we will attempt to study, in some of

its phases, a more difficult subject, not the original form of

words but the formation of words ( Wortbildung ). We will

find not a little agreement in the manner of these formations in

widely differentiated languages of this family, and this agree-

ment must necessarily point back to a common source. Such a

study, to be on a strictly scientific basis, should start from one
of the more unchanged and original languages of the branch,

preferably from the Batak ( Batta ) or one or the other of the

Filipino vernaculars, and not from the highly disintegrated and
corrupted Malay of the present day.* I have, however, will-

ingly incurred the difficulty and undergone the inconvenience

of making Malay the foundation of my remarks, because Malay
is a language better known to my readers and consequently of

greater interest to them.

The simplest formation of words of a new meaning in

Malay is by
I. Reduplication.

Herein and in the use of " classifiers " or numeral co-effici-

ents the Malay family of languages is related both to the

Chinese ( Mongolian ) and the Papuan languages. Let us en-

* This must not be understood as in any sense disparaging to

the usefulness and importance of the language. Malay has bought
its popularity as a medium of speech over so vast a territory at the
same price at which English has acquired its world-wide sway

:

Grammatical finesse and linguistically interesting forms have been
lost in equal proportion as the language has affected larger circles of

population.
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THE FORMATIONOF WORDS. 21

deavour to classify the varieties of the meanings designated by
simple reduplications.

1. Specialization and differentiation.

I believe that I place myself in opposition to every gram-
marian, who has written on Malay, by denying that redupli-

cation is one of the modes of expressing the plural. I will not
make any superfluous quotations, but in half a dozen grammars
which lie before me, I find it stated that this is one of the plu-

ral formations, though in almost every case, the sr.id gram-
marians find it impossible to state why the word should be re-

duplicated, as already the single word implies the plural, and why
even the reduplication should be joined together with the ad-

jective Jfx*« segala which is universally accepted as indicating

the plural. A few careful grammarians have noted the fact

that only few words can form plurals by means of a reduplica-

tion. This observation should have led them to a correct

understanding of the meaning of such alleged plurals. The

universal paradigma of this "plural" in grammars is r"_\ raja-

raja. It is well known that r'j raja alone can mean " kings ;

"

now if raja-raja should be used to avoid ambiguity, or to dis-

tinguish it from a possible singular " king," why should in al-

most every case Jpw segala be added : Y-r^j J^*« segala raja-

raja, where the translation "all the kings " or " all kings " is

quite out of the question ?

In accordance with other Malayan languages, including
the Malagasy, I explain the reduplication as intended to special-

ize the sense of the word. A careful study of Malay liter-

ature, aside of any other language, might have led to a correct

understanding of the expression. Take for example the ever-

recurring phrase in Malay court novels :
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di-hudap oleh segala raja-raja dan mentri, hulubalang serta bidu-

anda sekalidn (Isina Yatim, passim). Not once in this frequent

phrase another of the nouns occurring in it, which are all plu-

rals, is found in reduplication, such as mentri-mentri, hulubalang -

hulubalang*, biduanda-biduanda, while raja is always reduplicat-

ed. The heading of this paragraph will supply the explanation

of the difference. While the other nouns denote certain offices

or ranks, the members of which are equals among themselves,

all being ministers or officers of the body-guard, or pages, the

title "raja" includes all princes of royal blood (usually below
the rank of tengku and engku ), inclusive of that large class of

attendants at court, who by some however distant blood rela-

tion with the ruling prince are thereby differentiated from out-

siders. It cannot be denied that there is the greatest variation

in rank included under this title, and this the Malay writer and

speaker expresses by the reduplication. We may translate the

phrase therefore : '-(The prince) waited upon by the various

classes of Rajas, and the ministers, officers of the body-guard

and the pages together."

If there should be yet a reluctance in giving up the long

accepted view of seeing in these reduplications proper plurals

in our sense of the word, I would refer the reader to those of

the Malay classics, which, like the Bustanu's salatin*, the

Taju's salatin, and of more modern works, the Taman Permata,

are largely made up of Arabic quotations with their Malay
translations. It is a very easy task to compare these transla-

tions with the Arabic originals, and it will be seen, that in every

case where the Arabic plural is at all expressed in Malay, it is

done by j£*~* segala. Passages like these are of great interest

to the student of the language, because they are the only

* The Bustanu's salatin is one of the most interesting of all

Malay works, especially as it is dated. It was written in Acheh, Su-
matra, in 1641 (1040 of the Muhammedan era) by Nuru'ddin ibn Ali
ibn Hasanji ibn Muhammadal Hamidi (the author is very careful in

giving so much of his pedigree) under the patronage of Sultan
Iskandar II. Of the seven volumes the first two have been published
by R. J. Wilkinson in 1899 and 1900. I possess a MS copy of the
seventh volume. The work deserves the careful study of all somewhat
advanced students of the language.
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authentic commentaries, giving us the exact meaning of the

idiom of the writer, supposing however that he fully under-

stood the Arabic of his quotation, which is highly probable in

the majority of cases.

The " specialization " expressed by reduplication leads us

to another closely connected meaning, which I do not hesitate to

place under the same heading. To start from the same expres-

sion Yz^j raja-raja, we have found that it cannot be translated

" kings," but that the meaning of raja has been specialized as

meaning something not exactly a king, but only similar to one.

This is a kind of specialization very frequent in Malayan lan-

guages. Of the large number of examples I can only quote a

small portion, which will, however, fully suffice to explain the

rule.

YZ-S-H langit-langit, a sky yet not a sky : a baldachin
;

Toy. buat-buat, to do, yet not to do : to pretend
;

0\j ulai*-idar, a snake, yet not a snake : a streamer,

pennon
;

J"|€> ayam-aydm, a hen. yet not hen : a waterfowl ;

J"m>V jarum-janun, a needle, yet not a needle, the needle

of a balance.

In the same way Y±?J putih-putih means whitish, not

white, ^v* biru-biru bluish, not blue, r J«U masak-masak

to play at cooking, not to cook, \ zjS anak-anak a doll, not

a child. T 9\ api-api, the mistletoe, which causes trees in-

fested by it to have the appearance as if burnt by fire (api).

Here it is also worthy of note that in order to express " flaming
"

anger or wrath the reduplication j-

J\^
berapi-api is used,
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while the proper word when speaking of natural flames would

be .Jlw berapi.

To this class belong expressions such as

5-^U parang, long knife, Tl-jVl parang -parang, a fish

resembling it. ^ \j pari, rayfish. X^ Al pari-pari, a ring of

rotan resembling in shape that of the ray.

Many words are now found in reduplications only, which

may possibly belong to the same class, though we have no

means at hand to prove it. Such words are \" jk kanak-kanak

,

r 'XJ» sida-sida and many others, while in many cases references

to other languages help us to place the words under this group.

Such a word is Y^i laki-laki, manhood, courage, male, brave,

which cames from laki, strong, great (so in Tagalog, in Mala-
gasy : lehy). In Malay the single word signifies the " stronger,"

but not the " better " half, the husband.

1 now append a short list of reduplications from cognate
languages, which will show that in this respect the greatest

similarity exists.

Reduplications expressing similarity not identity are in

Malagasy:

laky, husband.

vahy, wife,

sala, wrong,

fotsy, white,

lehilahy, man, male
;

vehivahy, woman, female;
salasala, doubtful

;

fotsyfotsy, whitish;

Batak

lahi, husband,

born, daughter,

lahilahi, male, man
;

boruboru, female, won an
;
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Tag alog :

puti, white, puti-puti, semen, sperma
;

I refrain from further illustrating the use of these redupli-

cations by examples, as this would encroach too much upon the

space at my disposal.

2. Emphasis and repetition. The second meaning 1 expres-

sed by reduplication is emphasis and repetition. This is so

common in almost all languages that it is not necessary to go
into many details, especially as no radical change of meaning
is effected by such reduplication. I select the following ex-

amples :

f,j**»A* habis-habis. completely finished;

T—SjVfc harap'/tarap, to hope fervently;

^^y. bulat-hulat (also in Tagalog) all, most sincere ;

T"^ lama-lama, for ever so long;

J"cO» Iain-lain, (also in Tagalog) altogether different;

To -Xi\ endah-endah, very beautiful;

r«u£ tambah-tamba/i, to add repeatedly;

Pj.3 dua-dua, by two and twos, etc., etc.

It may suffice to say here that this sort of reduplication is

found in Tagalog, Batak, Malagasy and every other Malayan
language.

Eeduplications, which are combined with secondary
changes of form do not interest us here, where we are treat-

ing merely of the reduplication of primitive words.

With regard to partial reduplication, such as

(J^l lelaki beside T^S laki-laki,

• A.«i peparu beside
r^j po>ru-paru,
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r^l%*J tetampan beside \ ^ji tampan-tampan,

r>*fr jejamban beside T^^ jamban-jamban,

'mj~ jajenanr/ beside ^A^ jenang-jenang

».+> bebram beside Tf/. bram-lram,

no special mention need be made, but that they are found L
various Malay languages, (cf. Tagalog lala/d, male) and that they

all belong to the first group of reduplications, those that express

specialization and differentiation.

II. Ancient Vocative Forms.

It may sound very much out of place to speak, in a lan-

guage like Malay, which has neither declension nor conjugation,

of a vocative case. Nor do I wish to imply, by the use of the

expression, that the language has ever had a declension. Such

a supposition appears to me altogether at variance with the gen-

ius of the Malay language. But there is no doubt, that in

several of the languages of this family we find a peculiar change

of form in words used in the address of persons, which

may well be designated as vocatives, and this has been repeated-

ly done by careful grammarians. It cannot be denied that a

considerable number of these expressions, to be presently men-

tioned, have already lost their distinctly vocative character in

Malay, while some forms are losing their character more and

more. It may be said that, with one or two exceptions, the

forms mentioned here, having yet a distinctive vocative mean-

ing, belong to the language of the past and are preserved

almost exclusively in court language or in the poetic style.

Here is a list of the commoner of these expressions

:

*> ' anang, oh child ! from anak
;

>>!

*Ot ading, oh younger brother! from adek;

*iV» bapang, oh father ! from bapa
;
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£^*i embcwng, eldest child ! from embok :

pJo^ inddng, mother! from indok:

kz-\ Ochang, boy ! messenger !

I add to these vocative forms words like the following :

Ap abang, elder brother : jy inang, nurse (see examples from

Batak below); fco dagang, maid; £•' a/>y, i* AaH^, as pro-

nouns of the second person ; jtfj- sulong, eldest son : and with

some diffidence I add the ancient names of divinities : *>

gang and k~ scuig. All these words have distinct vocative

forms, though they may have lost the vocative meaning, for it is

easily seen, how these words, constantly used in the vocative,

finally had to do duty for other cases also.

Wehave forms corresponding exactly to these in Batak.

and here in fullest every day use. I mention only the following:

amdng, from dma, father

!

indng, from ina. mother! (see inang in Malay)

;

ompung, from onqni. grandfather

!

hahdng, from hdha, elder brother or sister ! (see Malay^ kakak)
;

itong, from ito, elder brother ! etc.

The only expression denoting close relationship in Batak,

which has no vocative form in use is anygi, younger brother,

though even this word becomes angging, when used in intercourse

with younger friends, not brothers, just as itong (from ito) and
ibotong is used as an address to elder friends.

In Malagasy all forms ending in ng have been changed,

and this is the reason, I believe, why we have no formal voca-

tives. The case of address is expressed as in modern Malay,

by particles of exclamation.
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In Tagalog, and this opinion is strengthened by the same
tendency mentioned above of Malay, the vocative has gradually

gained ascendancy over the other cases, so that all nouns and
adjectives and pronouns add to their vocalic ending (also to

final -n) the ending of the old vocative. So we have through-

out the language.

inang, mother, from ina

;

amang, father, from ama

;

panginoong, master, lord, from panginoon. In order,

therefore to distinguish the proper vocative it is necessary to

add the particle of exclamation oy or ay, which corresponds to

the Malay J* hei or hai.

III. Ancient Adjective Fokms.

Lexicographers, rather than grammarians, have noted the

existence in Malay of some hitherto unexplained parallel forms,

such as

:

£^» malang beside £' alang ; •

i~A« masing beside £s~' asing ;

f*\*
masam beside j**' asam

;

C^~V« masin beside O^ asin (cf. Tagalog ma-asin),

v.J&U malap beside ^J&\ a ldp

An opinion regarding these forms, that they may be intro-

ductions from the Javanese, is disproved on closer investigation.

By comparison with other Malayan languages, however,

we learn beyond doubt, that we possess in these and a few

other expressions highly interesting adjective forms. The need,

in Malay, of a special form for adjectives must have certainly

been felt, especially as the commonforms used by us in that sense

are indistinguishable from nouns. Though custom has given,

to mention but one example, to besar the meaning of the ad-

jective " great, large," it must not be forgotten that in very

many uses of the word it is a distinct noun. Take the follow-

ing sentences

:
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hulubalang itu se-tengali tujuh kali besar-nya.

Lembah itu dua batu lebar-nya.

Sungai itu dua puloh batu panjang-nya.

Bukit itu se-ribu kaki tinggi-nya.

Anak itu se-puloh tahun l omor-nya.

In these sentences we have besar (size), lebar (breadth),

panjang (length), and tinggi (height) absolutely parallel with
the Arabic noun l omor (age). The substantive use of these

"adjectives" is certainly the more original, and even now the

more idiomatic.

The ancient adjectives were formed from these " roots
"

by prefixing the syllable ma-. Such forms are in constant use
in Tagalog, the languages of Borneo, Batak and Malagasy, as

we will show by numerous examples, which might be increased

almost ad libitum. They must have been used to a much larger

extent even in historical Malay, and we should expect to find

some remnants of this use in geographical names, where anti-

quities are much more likely to remain unchanged. It would
be worth the labour of a student to make careful lists of Malay
geographical names, laying stress upon peculiar expressions,

and seeing that modern corruptions (in the mouth of Tamils,

Chinese and foreign Malays) be eliminated. I will mention
but one name belonging to this group. In the Province Wel-
lesley we find the name of a hill and an adjacent town, usually

spelled Bukit Mertajam. The latter word is a corruption of

matajam, which means " sharp, pointed," Batak ma-tajom, and
the name " pointed hill " is quite in accordance with the

character of the elevation.*

In Batak a careful distinction is maintained in the use of

the simple root and that of the adjectival form with the prefix.

The latter is only used as a predicate, never as a qualifying

adjective. The sentence " Ma-timbo hayu on" means: this tree

is high, while the expression " this high tree " is rendered by
" hayu na Umbo on" i. e. this tree which possesses height, which
is high, this high tree. Other words belonging to this class are :

* It is possible that the very word Malaya comes under this ru-

bric. No previous explanation of the term has found general accepta-
tion. The Tagalog " malayo " means " far, distant, strange, strang-

er," certainly a very suitable appellation for the roving strangers

that settled in the archipelago.
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marara, from rara, red ( Malay °jt* merah);

malemba, from lemba, faint, ( Malay t\ lembeh);

mamora, from mora, rich ( Malay o *» murah);

mapitung, from pitting, blind.

In Malagasy we have forms like :

malady, quick, manitra, fragrant, malaza, clever, renowned,

malama, slippery, smooth, milemy, soft, tender (Malay

<V lemak), maloto, filthy, dirty, marina, just, righteous,

mahitsy, straight, masina, holy, mainly, black (Malay/**

hitam, Dusun met tarn, Tag. maitim ).

In Tagalog we find :

ma-itim, from itim, black, Malay S*& hitam;

ma-lalim, from lalim, deep, Malay io dalam;

ma-lambot, from lambot, soft, kind, Malay S^«l lembot;

ma-lapar(d), from lapar(d), hungry, Malay ^9* /«par

;

ma-laki, from ZaK, strong, great, Malay ^3 Za£?';

ma-hina, from /<?'»«, weak, mean, Malay wb hina;

ma-lakas, from Z«te, swift, strong, Malay ^>^ lekas;

ma-sakit, from sakit, sick, painful, Malay oL ga&tf;

ma-puti, from pwfr', white, Malay <u"y p«&7*.

The Dusun language of Borneo presents among others these

examples : See Journal R. A. S., Straits Branch, vol. 30, 1897,

p. 1. sqq.
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me-itam, black:

me-suan, dark

;

m-iad, alike ( from iad, form);

m-alus, soft, from halus;

m-onsom, sour, from onsom, cf. Malay masam.

I think that these lists of words will leave the reader

satisfied that we have here in Malay a few forms of great anti-

quity, which go back upon a time when the Malayan languages

were not yet divided up into their present divisions, and it is only

with the help of the cognate languages of the family that we
can grammatically explain them.

IV. Ancient Verbal Forms.

In the formation of verbs, where the modern Malay has

effected the greatest change and simplification, we find never-

theless numerous traces of antiquity, of which the Malay has

almost or altogether forgotten the original connection.

1. Let me first refer the reader to pairs of words like the

following.

J& getar, to tremble. j£ gemetar. to tremble vehemently :

J?/> gerttilc, to spur on, Jfj* gemertak, to frighten with wea-

pous

;

A£ gulong, to roll up, j^v gemuloug, rolled up and twisted
;

gV gilang, to glisten, j^S gemtlang, very glistening

;

—*^P gilup, to glisten, —u*£ gemilap, very glistening;

J?y&gelatok, to tremble, jf&S gemelatok, to tremble violently;

SyoS gelegut, to tremble, SyA£ gemelegut, to tremble violently
;

OjJ turun, to descend, Ojf*" temurun, farther descent

;

gV trang, light, £jVc temarang, half-light, glooming
;
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j*v tabor, to scatter, j<M temabor, to scatter everywhere
;

^jfT churam, steep, ^jy*7 chemuram, declivity
;

Oy lukut and Oy» lemukut, to pound p irched grain
;

j^/f therlang and g^ chemerlang, to glitter, glisten
;

e
JL7 #woA and °j^v gemuroh, thunder, rolling noise

;

£AJ tandang and ^ temandang, outfit, get-up

;

Jt to/i and
' ^ temali, twisted cordage

;

and perhaps the following :

^Z tebok and ^Jt tembok, perforated

;

<J frW, and IS tambat, tied up

;

s^Cii tanggong, to bear £.jjj^ temenggong, dignitary.

responsibility,

In many cases the similar sense of the two words will in-

vite an association between them, but this does not provide us

with a grammatical explanation of the second form.

We have here forms of a conjugation, which in Batak
Grammar has been designated as the Fourth, in Tagalog as the

First Conjugation. It is formed by infixing into the verbal

stem, after the initial consonant the syllable -um- (or, which
does not concern us here, if the root commences with a vowel
or labial letter, by prefixing the syllable um-). In the first

case, -um- is called an infix, in the latter a prefix. Here are a

few of the many examples which might be adduced

:

Malay

:

Batak

:

Tagalog

:

o
}y~ surat, su!at, sumidat, to write
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o+jy swrvt, surut, sumurut, to with-

draw, to bend back.

<**\ abah, uba, vmwba, ubo, umubo, to change.

It will be seen that but for the fact that in Malay the

vowel sign of the conjugation has weakened, being depressed
from u to u or e, the above mentioned Malay forms fully cor-

respond to the Batak and Tagalog forms. Such a slight change
is nothing improbable, yet we need not indulge in conjectures
in the face of even so slight a change, for we find most of the

original forms preserved in Malay dialects, e. g. gilang-gnmi-

long, gilap-gumilap, gelatok-gumelatok, turon-tumuron . chvrani-

chumvram, lukut-lumukut, guroh-gumuroh, etc.

Even in the classes of verbs, which are conjugated accord-

ing to this paradigma, the closest agreement exists. They are

mostly verbs denoting visible motion, trembling, (See Malay :

gemetar, gemelatok, gemelegut, etc.), and verbs, to whom this

conjugation gives the power of " intensiva " (compare Malay
gemetar, gemertak. gemilang, gemilap, gemelatok, gemelegut, temabor,

etc.)

2. Wewill now notice another class of verbal formations
which also appear to be a remnant of a now obsolete conjugation.

The examples given below do not exhaust the large stock pre-

served in the language, but are merely chosen to illustrate the

existence of the conjugation, while many other words doubtlessly

belong to this class, though their radicals have been lost to the
Malay vocabulary.

^ tekan, to press with the ^^ telekan, to lean on the out-

hand, stretched and stiffened

arm

;

^jSz tekap, to press softly with .jSJu telekap, to brush away

the hand, with the hand
;

^iJ tingkah. character, &Jl!& telingkah, to be of differ-

ent character, to col-

lide

:
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&* tapak, and &$* telapak, foot-print

:

£yZ tepolc, to pat, &$* te ^ eP ^ to ta P softly, as

in applying specks of

gold and silver flocks

upon paper or cloth
;

tJui tempap, and ^jH? telempap, to lay the

hand flatly on, to

measure by hand's

breadths;

j*f? chupar, and yM?" ohelupar, to babble in-

cessantly
;

Syl*« sopatf, to cover with clouds, Sy^L- selaput, to cover densely

etc., or closely;

&#* sempang, to go off side- LU^ selempang, to jump side-

wards, ways

:

fj4" sampai, to hang clothes, jj.i-" selampai, to wear over both

shoulders, like a shawl

;

£A;.w sandang, to tie sideways, £A*L selendang, to wear side-

ways over one shoulder; -

50^*« sudang, and P3^*" seludang; to decorate

with flowers in a

peculiar manner;

j-U- s?'cft#, and jA-L. sefoYft& to examine close-

ly;

4-*.. ttjft, and . ,*-i- ^^, to quarrel, dispute: .

£„!f gosok, and ^Jb gelosok, to rub;
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9>2*$ ge/ubong, and hj&r. gelembong, to bubble up

;

iSv> gegak, to make an indis- ,iXu gelegak, a bubbling" noise,

tinct noise,

JZ> gegar, and $& gelegar, to vibrate;

>^> getar, to tremble. ^» geletar, to tremble violently

;

^S getek, to be forward, as an ,J~£> geletek to feel sensual

impudent woman. desire, to suffer of nym-
phomania

,

jTy qugor, to drop, esp. when J>£> gelugor, a wild mango,

unripe, which falls in large

numbers, when unripe;

$>yU kembong. to be swollen, Py^ kelembong, to be swollen,

blown up;

ix*S kangkang, to stand open, *SJi& kelangkang, to stretch out

the legs, wide open in

indecent posture

;

^^> kupds, and
\JT*J$ kelupas, to peel off.

The enumeration of such examples might be continued much
longer, but I will add but a few words, which appear to belong

to this class, though the primitive forms are not now extant in

Malay

:

<~JS gelisalu to be restless;

Aar gelecheh, to slip, to glide';

jj? g^lunchor, to slide down, to glide;

^tS gelipar, to glide out, as a knife

;
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,Jfij& kelupak, to open up, as the developing banana bud

( cf . kupak)

;

s> yu- selubong, to cover
;

^x.*L. selonglcar, to turn upside down
;

£j\.~ selengkar, to be anxious
;

jt£*L, selongkang, to be counterfeit

;

etc., etc.,

All these forms indicate conjugational changes of the pri-

mitive words, with which most are coupled in the enumeration
above. It is a conjugation which corresponds to the Tenth
conjugation of Batak Grammar, and is formed by the infix -al -

and another verbal infix or prefix. While there exist in Batak
four different classes of these verbs, according to the difference

of the infix or prefix combined with the characteristic of the

conjugation -al-, the Malay seems to have preserved none but

forms which combine the commonest of all verbal prefixes, me-,

men-, meng- mem- or meny- with the infix -al-. I know of no
similar formations in Malagasy and Tagalog, though they might
possibly be found after a more careful search, perhaps in a

slightly varied form, in one or the other of the Philippine lan-

guages. I will, however, for comparison, subjoin one or two
examples from Batak :

mangh-al-aputi, to do hastily (from haput)
;

mand-al-etes, to be open (as country without jungle)

;

mand-al-ntus, man-al-utus, to glide swiftly along (as a

boat under sail).

3. Before closing my remarks on the ancient forms of

conjugation in Malay, it is necessary at least to mention the

most common of all verbal changes, the one which in Malay
has superseded all the rest. I refer to the one marked
by the prefix : me-, men-, meng-, mem- or meny-, all of which

are really the same, modified slightly by combination with the

initial consonants or vowels of the verbs. This conjugation is
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found in all Malayan languages, as the following examples will

show. By selecting Tagalog, Batak, and Malagasy verbs,

which are also found in Malay, it becomes unnecessary to se-

lect a separate list of Malay examples.

Tagalog :

mang-aral (aral) to teach, preach, Malay mengajar;
man-ubus (tubus) to redeem, Malay menebus;

mam-uti (jputi) to whiten, Malay memutih;
man-ulat (sidat) to write, Malay menyurat.

Batak

:

mang-handang (handang), to fence, Malay mengandang (kan~

dang);

mang-embang (hembang), to spread out, Malay mengembang
(kembang); v

man-urat (surat), to write, Malay menyurat (surat);

mam-unu (burnt), to kill, Malay membunoh (bunoh);

man-obus (tobus), to redeem, Malay menebus (tebas).

Malagasy

:

man-enona (tenona\ to weave, Malay menenun (tenun);

man-ampana (sampana), to separate, Malay menyempang (sem~

pang);

man-dalo (lalo), to pass by, malay melalu (lalu);

man-doa (loa), to spit, malay meludah (ludah);

mam-eno (feno), to fill, malay memenoh (penoh);

mam-otsy (fotsy), to whiten, malay memutih (putih);

mam-ono (vono), to kill, malay membunoh (bunoh);

man-iraki?-a (kirakira), to finger, to count, Malay jnengira-ira,

(Hra-kira).

The writer of these fragmentary notes on Malay Gram-
mar trusts that his readers will excuse the many imperfections

of this article. Though the subject treated in these pages has

occupied the interest of the writer for a :onsiderable time, the

actual writing was done under great inconveniences, in the

spare moments of a very busy period, and without the advan-

tage .of a large library close at hand. He should, however, feel

well repaid for having undertaken the task, if by his attempt

others would be encouraged in taking up this inviting subject.
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